DAISY CENTRE AND SCHOOL
MATHEMATICS ACTIVITIES GRADE 2 ASSIGNMENT 6
Missing numbers in subtraction
Example 1
Find the missing number
16-___= 11
We put 16 in the head.
We count backwards from 16 to 11
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Count the number of steps, they are 5 steps.
16 – 5 = 11

Example 2
Find the missing number
15 - ___ = 7
We put 15 in the head
We count backwards from 15 to 7
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We have counted 8 steps.
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15 – 8 = 7
Exercise
Fill in the gaps.
1. 18 - ___ = 15
2. 14 - ___ = 10
3. 19 - ___ = 14
4. 15 - ___ = 8
5. 17 - ___ = 9
6. 46 - ___ = 41
7. 58 - ___ = 54
8. 72 - ___ = 67
9. 77 - ___ = 72
10. 65 - ___ = 61

DAISY CENTRE AND SCHOOL
GRADE 2 JUNE ENGLISH ACTIVITIES ASSIGNMENT 6 2020
READ A STORY
The little goat.
It was Saturday morning. Father and mother were feeding the goats. There were two
big goats and a little goat. Ali opened the door to the chicken house. All the chickens
ran out. A cock flapped its wings. It flew and landed on a branch above the other
chickens. The chicks stayed beside the hens. After a short while, the little goat
rushed in. It jumped from side to side and scared the hens. The chicks were scared
too. They ran and hid under the wheelbarrow. The hens stood near the wall. “Go
away,” Ali said to the little goat. The little goat skipped away.
Answer the questions
a) How many goats were there?
b) Where did the cock land?
c) Where did the chicks stay? _________________________________
d) The chicks ran and hid ___________ the wheelbarrow. ( above, under)
e) Where did the hens stand?

At home
Play a game. Name items you can see in your house. Say where the items
are. Use above, below and besides

*****************STAY SAFE***********************
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Answer the following questions
1. Write one thing you wear when it is sunny
2. What do you wear when it is rainy?
3. Weather can be ___________, ____________, ___________
and ___________.
4. Our clothes dry quickly when it is __________ (cloudy, windy)
5. Walking in the rain can make us ___________ (clean, sick)
6. Name the things that we can use to store water
_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________
7. We should store water in ___________ containers. (dirty, clean)
8. Name some sources of water
_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________
9. Name 3 different types of soil.
___________

___________
___________
10.

___________ soil is best for modelling

11.

___________ of a plant is found in the soil. (stem, root)

12.

Name 3 sources of light
___________
___________
___________

13.

A _________ can be useful and also harmful. (spider, bee)

14.

Draw and colour a flower.

************ STAY SAFE*************
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SOIL
Types of soil
Soil is found in different places like:


In the garden



Near the road



Near the river



On an ant hill

There are three types of soil. These are:


Clay soil



Loam soil



Sandy soil
Feeling different soils



Some soils feel rough while some soils feel smooth



Clay soil feels smooth while loam soil feels rough



Sandy soil feels more rough than loam soil



The best soil for modelling is clay soil



The best soil for farming is loam soil



The best soil for building is sand soil
REVISION EXERCISE
1. _____ soil feels smooth. ( loam, clay, sandy)
2. Sandy soil feels more _____ than loam soil (smooth, rough, small)
3. _____ is the best soil for modelling. (clay, loam sandy)
4. After modelling, we should ______ our hands. (cover, wash, lick)

5. Name the following things that have been modelled using clay

(A tree, a chair, a sufuria, a pot, a car)
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MIRACULOUS CATCH OF FISH.
Jesus helps Simon Peter catch fish.
Read Luke 5:3-9
-

Jesus got into one of the boats- it belonged to Simon.

-

He asked Simon to push off a little from the shore.

-

Jesus sat in the boat and taught the crowd.

-

When he finished speaking, he said to Simon, “Push the boat out further to the deep
water, and you and your partners let down your nets for a catch.” ”Master,” Simon
answered, “we worked hard all night long and caught nothing. But if you say so, I will
let down the nets.”

-

They let them down and caught such a large number of fish that the nets were about
to break.

Answer the following questions

1. What did Simon Peter say when Jesus asked him to cast his net in the lake?

2. What happened when Simon Peter and his friends obeyed Jesus?

3. Jesus told Simon Peter and his friends that he would make
then_________________________ of men if they followed him.

